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I. INTRODUCTION
Combining / conjunction of two or more words to form bigrams or n-grams is a conventional process in Indian languages which plays an important role [1] , for instance, 'vibhakti' (inflection) attachment to a root word that can be noun, pronoun, verb, etc. Inflections become postpositions and they are attached to the rear end of the root word. In many foreign languages like English, French, etc., inflections are prepositions and they are separate words. This is the reason why foreign languages strictly maintain word order. If the word order is changed, then the meaning of the sentence will be changed. For example, in the sentence 'Krishna is playing with snake', the word 'with' is preposition and related to 'snake'. The word order of 'with' and 'snake' should not be disturbed, and if changed, it may yield a sentence like 'snake is playing with Krishna'. Now, this sentence may be grammatically valid but gives incorrect meaning and objective of the sentence is changed.
But in most of the Indian languages, word order is negotiated [5] since there is no change in meaning as the inflections become part of the words. e.g. 'kRshNuDu pAmutO ADutunnADu'. Here 'kRshNuDu' is the Subject, 'pAmu' is the Object, 'tO' is the inflection, 'ADu' is the verb and 'tunnADu' is the tense and gender describer. Inflection and object are combined together to form single word using conjunction rules and meaning does not change whatever the word order may be. The above sentence can also be written with no change in meaning as:
'pAmutO kRshNuDu ADutunnADu' 2. 'pAmutO ADutunnADu kRshNuDu' 3. 'ADutunnADu kRshNuDu pAmutO'
4. 'ADutunnADu pAmutO kRshNuDu ' 
'kRshNuDu ADutunnADu pAmutO'
This happens because of attaching inflection with root word i.e. 'tO' with 'pAmu'. If these two are not combined, word order affects the sentence considerably and may change the meaning or become meaningless. For example, 'kRshNuDu pAmu tO ADutunnADu'. This can be written as 'pAmu kRshNuDu tO ADutunnADu' (absurd meaning). Another example is 'rAmuDi valana rAvANuDi cAvu' (rAvaNa's death is due to rAma). Here 'valana' is inflection and relates strictly with 'rAmuDi'. Ignoring word order, in case this sentence is written as 'rAvANuDi valana rAmuDi cAvu' (rAma's death is due to rAvaNa) and the meaning is drastically changed.
All these examples conclude that when the inflections are properly attached to appropriate root words, then the word order cannot be an obligation, or else word order changes the meaning in a wrong direction and may render the sentence meaningless. The primary objective of the MT is to maintain the meaning. But in general, databases or dictionaries do not contain words with their inflection forms. As a consequence, splitting of those compounds is a mandatory step in MT to improve ease as well as accuracy in translation.
II. ISSUES IN CONJUNCTION AND SPLITTING
Just as the issue of handling splitting leading to word order was discussed above, similar issue is faced with conjunctions also. Translators must be aware of when and where conjunctions are to be and not to be employed. If not, either unnecessary meanings are generated or sentence becomes either meaningless or non-informative. Two instances are given, one each for conjunction and splitting:
 Issues in conjunction: When the sentence. 'doMga rAmuNNi koTTADu' (literally meaning thief beat rAma) is examined, the word 'doMga' is subject and a noun, 'rAmuNNi' is inflected object and 'koTTADu' is verb and also acts as gender representative. There is nothing wrong in combining 'rAmuNNi' and 'koTTADu' to form a compound 'rAmuNNikoTTADu' from the meaning's perspective. Issues arise if the words 'doMga' and 'rAmuNNi' are combined to form the compound 'doMgarAmuNNi' which literally means 'thief natured rAma', a disturbed meaning. This happened since the noun 'doMga' is converted in to an adjective when it is combined with  Issues in splitting: Examine the sentence 'lakshmi piccikukkani caMpinadi' (literally meaning lakshmi killed mad dog). Here 'lakshmi' is subject and is a noun, 'kukkani' is object and is inflected and 'caMpinadi' is verb as well as tense and gender representative. Splitting of 'piccikukkani' is to be done in such a way that it is to be considered as a whole word for translation. Otherwise, mere splitting in the sentence may result as 'lakshmi picci kukkani caMpinadi' (literally means lakshmi's madness killed the dog) which is absurd though grammatically correct.
III. SANDHIS AS AN AID FOR SPLITTING Amongst all Indian languages, Sanskrit and Telugu have well structured and numerous grammar rules [4] . Especially, the richness of Telugu language is with its huge number of words which can help express the meaning and mood much precisely [6] . Translation of compound-words (or simply compounds) or n-grams can be an obligation in MT as they are not available in database as they are. It becomes an overhead to maintain a database that consists of every possible conjunctional combination of n-grams. It is, therefore, impossible to translate compounds without splitting.
Though conjunction (known as 'sandhi' in Sanskrit, as well as in Telugu ) is seemed to be combining of two words (pUrva-pada and uttara-pada), actual 'sandhi' occurs between only two letters, i.e. last letter of the first word ('pUrva-svara') and first letter of the second word ('parasvara'). A sandhi will results in at least one of the following  Concatenation of pUrva-pada and para-pada  Either pUrva-svara or para-svara is dropped  A new vowel / consonant is inserted  Some specific words are inserted This paper handles only consonant and specific word issues.
'sandhis' are categorized in to five types in Sanskrit. They are 1. 'ach sandhis' 2. 'prakRti bhAva sandhis' 3. 'hal sandhis' 4. 'visarga sandhis' and 5. 'svAdi sandhis'.
Among all these categories, only 'hal sandhis' are considered in this paper as they involves necessarily a consonant (consonant is called 'hal' in Sanskrit) in compound as a result. These 'hal sandhis' are listed in table 1. Though Telugu adopted all 'sandhis' from Sanskrit grammar, it has its own 'sandhis' as well as their precise formulae. Some of them involve only vowels [7] , some of them involve only consonants and some involves both vowels and consonants. Later two cases are briefly considered as consonant resultant 'sandhis' in this paper. Table 2 describes the list of Telugu consonant 'sandhis'.
There are some other 'sandhis' which works with phrases. They are discussed in later sections. IV. CONSONANT BASED SPLITTING Consonant based splitting is not a special kind of splitting rather finding the possibilities to split a compound with the help of a consonant. When the consonants which are listed in Table 2 are encountered in a compound, splitting the compound by using appropriate 'sandhi' rules yields good results in extracting root words with which the compound is formed. Except in some special cases, in majority of cases, this process is successfully extracted the root words of the compound. This paper deals with splitting rather than 'sandhi' formation. In view of this, deep explanation about 'sandhi' or compound formation is negotiated.
1) yaDAgama sandhi:
This 'sandhi' involves the consonant 'y' as a result in compound. (See Table 3 ) When a 'y' is observed in the compound, Ensuring the previous vowel of the consonant 'y' is a long vowel (in this case 'A' or 'I') then applying yaDAgama sandhi rules in splitting yields good results in extracting root words.
Splitting: In this case root words can be extracted by replacing 'y' with a whitespace (i.e. removal of 'y'). Splitting has to be done before 'y' and 'y' is replaced with a whitespace where second root word starts. Table 4 . When 'TT' is observed in the compound, dviruktaTakAra sandhi rules are applied in splitting to extract root words.
2) dviruktaTakAra sandhi: This 'sandhi' involves the consonant 'TT' as a result in compound. dviruktaTakAra www.ijacsa.thesai.org literally means the letter 'Ta' is twice derived. Examples are given in
Splitting: 'TT' can be suitably replaced with 'ru / Du' and split. There are two special cases in this 'TT' issue, as mentioned in Table 5 and 6. In the above case, 'parasvara' is consonant. In a compound, 'parasvara' is neither available nor identifiable. For this case, vowel based splitting gives better results. Replacement for 'TT' is not applicable in this case, rather separating 'ciTTi' as a root word. Splitting has to be done after 'ru/Du/TTi' where first root word ends.
Issue 1: 'TT' based splitting fails in the case of 'ceTTekkaDa' (literally means where tree is). It is known that its root words are 'ceTTu' + 'ekkaDa'. But according to Table  4 , it become 'ceDu' + 'ekkaDa' (literally means where bad is) which gives an incorrect meaning after translation. This can be avoided by applying vowel based splitting [7] which gives longest word among all combinations of root words, i.e 'ceTTu' and 'ceDu' can be formed according to split rules. But 'ceTTu' is longer word than 'ceDu' and is returned as a first root word.
Issue 2:
This 'sandhi' rules fail in splitting of the compound 'miTTamadhyAhnamu', since it is formed with an unusual logic by combining the root words 'madhyAnamu' + 'madhyAnamu'. N.B: Better idea to translate this category of words is to consider them as a single word rather bigram and enter them in to database, e.g. 'ciTTaDavi, ciTTeluka, naTTaDavi.
Note: More issues are discussed in Phrase based splitting. Issue: 'tallidamDrulu' can be split according to this 'sandhi' rule by replacing 'd' with a whitespace + 't'. But in the case of 'Akalidappulu' (literally means hungry and thirsty) this sandhi fails in giving correct meaning after translation as it splits the word into 'Akali' + 'tappulu'(literally means hungry and mistakes). This also fails when it try to split the compound 'cerukugaDa'(literally means stem of sugarcane). It splits it into 'ceruku + kaDa'(literally means near sugarcane / at the end of the sugar cane) which is an incorrect translation.
1) gasaDadavAdESa sandhi: This 'sandhi' involves the consonant 'g/s/D/d/v' as a result in compound. (Table 7)
Same problem is repeated in the case of 'nOrujAru' which is formed by two root words 'nOru, jAru' (logically means tongue slip). If this rule is applied on this it splits as 'nOru, cAru' (literally means juice of mouth, i.e. spit) which is an incorrect translation. Issue 2: If the compound is 'vaccenugOvulu' formed by the words 'vaccenu, gOvulu' (literally meaning cows came). 'sandih' rules changes 'gOvulu' into 'kOvulu' and then searches in Database which is not a proper word and is not available. As a consequence, the compound cannot be split. One more example for this type of failure is 'pADenugandharvuDu' formed by 'pADenu, gandharvuDu' (literally meaning 'gandharva' sung).
2) druta / saraLAdESa sandhi: This 'sandhi' involves the consonant 'g/j/D/d/b' as a result in compound. (Table 8)
Note: Sometimes 'pUrvapada' is a past tense of a verb which cannot be a root word and is not available in Database.
E.g. 'pUcenu' (blossomed), 'kanenu' (saw / delivered), 'cEsenu' (done). Their root words are 'pUyu' (To blossom), 'kanu' (To see / To deliver), 'cEyu'(To do) respectively. Sometimes 'pUrva pada' is terminated with a 'druta'(half M i.e. n, e.g. pucen) [2] which is not available in Database.
If a morphological algorithm is developed to morph the word 'pUcenu' into 'pUyu' and 'nannun' into 'nannu' and so on properly, then this 'sandhi' rules are suitable for splitting. Table 10 . When a 'pu/Mpu' is observed in the compound, puMpvAdESa sandhi rules are applied for splitting.
1) puMpvAdESa sandhi: This 'sandhi' involves 'pu/Mpu' as a result in compound. Examples are given in
Splitting: In this case root words can be extracted by replacing 'pu/Mpu' with 'mu' with a whitespace appended. Splitting has to be done next to 'mu' after 'pu/Mpu' replaced with 'mu' appended with a whitespace where second root word starts. If 'nn' is observed in the compound, penvAdi sandhi rules are applied in splitting to extract root words.
2) penvAdi sandhi: This 'sandhi' involves 'nn' as a result in compound. (Table 11)
Splitting: In this case root words can be extracted by replacing 'nn' with 'nu' with a whitespace appended. Splitting has to be done next to 'nu' after 'nn' replaced with 'nu' appended with a whitespace where second root word starts. If these compounds are tried to split using this sandhi rules, they cannot extract proper root words as well as proper translation. However, if some rules are implemented to split above compounds, then there are very high chances of improper splitting of other compounds which are not formed based on this sandhi rule. For example, a rule is developed to split 'cellaceduru' into 'ceduru + ceduru' then it splits the compound 'tellateppalu' which is formed of 'tella, teppalu' (literally means white boats) into 'teppalu + teppalu' which is an incorrect splitting.
3) AmrEDita sandhi: This 'sandhi' also involves the consonant 'TT' as a result in compound like dviruktaTakAra sandhi. But this 'sandhi' forms compounds in three types but this paper considers only one type as the second type does not involve consonant as a result and third type is more ambiguous and the nature is unidentifiable which is discussed as a special issue in this concept. (Table 12)
NB: Entry of above category of words as it is in to the Database gives better results than splitting. Table 14 . When a 'pa' is observed in the compound, paMpavarNAdESa sandhi rules are applied .
1) paMpavarNAdESa sandhi: This 'sandhi' involves 'pa' as a result in compound. Examples are given in
Splitting: In this case, root words can be extracted by replacing 'pa' with 'mu' with a whitespace appended. Splitting has to be done next to 'pa' after 'pa' replaced with 'mu' appended with a whitespace where second root word starts.
Issues: This 'sandhi' rules fail when applied to split the compound 'pApakannu' which is formed by two root words 'pApa, kannu' (literally means baby's eye). 'pAmu, kannu' (literally means snake's eye) will be the root words after splitting the compound using this rules which is an incorrect translation.
2) trika sandhi:
This 'sandhi' involves two same consonants other than 'S,sh,s,h' as a result in compound. In Sanskrit grammar, 'a, i, e' are called 'trika' [3] . (See Table  15 ) When any two consonants other than 'S,sh,s,h' are observed in the compound as in the above table, trika sandhi rules are applied in splitting to extract root words. N.B: To apply this rule, ensure the immediate preceding character of two consonants is any one of the vowels 'a/i/e'. Otherwise this rule is not applicable.
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by replacing first consonant along with its preceding short vowel with the long form of the vowel. Splitting has to be done between two consonants. If two consonants are observed in the compound as in the above table, lu-la-na-la sandhi rules are applied if and only if the two preceding letters of two consonants are 'mu'.
3) lu-la-na
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by replacing first consonant with 'Du'. Splitting has to be done between two consonants. Table 15 . When 'du' is observed in the compound, dugAgama sandhi rules are applied in splitting to extract root words.
4) dugAgama sandhi: This 'sandhi' involves 'du' as a result in compound. Examples are given in
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by replacing 'du' with a whitespace. When 'nn/NN' observed in the compound as in the above table, nakArAdESa sandhi rule is applied in splitting to extract root words.
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by replacing first 'n/N' of the pattern 'nn/NN' with 'MDu' + a whitespace. If the second consonant of the pattern is 'N', then, change it in to 'n'. Split two consonants.
Issues: This 'sandhi' rule fails in yielding proper words in the case of 'vENNILLu'(literally meaning hot water), a compound formed by two proper words 'vEDi, nILLu'. This rule can split the compound as 'vEDu, nILLu' (literally meaning requesting water) which is an improper splitting.
V. PHRASE BASED SPLITTING
Here the phrase is referred to be the 'pUrvapada'. The 'sandhis', like 'rugAgama sandhi' of Telugu, directly deal with phrases instead of single vowel or consonant. If the phrase is identified, compound can be split by applying these 'sandhi' rules. But over dependency on these rules leads to improper results. These 'sandhis' are listed in Table 19 . In this phrase based 'sandhis', phrase is 'pUrva-pada' in majority of cases. In many instances, these 'sandhis' does not result in the 'pUrva-pada' as it is in the compound. For this reason, it is required to create a new phrase as an independent phrase or as a reference of 'pUrva-pada'. A search is done for this phrase in compound for better results. Table 20 Splitting: According to grammar rules, the 'para-pada' of this sandhi is always 'Alu'. For better results, ensuring the presence of the new phrase 'arAl/urAl' in the compound is essential. Then, separate the root word from the compound as in the Table 20 (a). Next, as per rules, the second part's first letter i.e. 'r' is to be removed to make it 'Alu'. As the word 'Alu' have two meanings -'wife and lady', replacing 'r' with a meaningless character (it becomes @Alu/ #Alu / *Alu etc.) avoids the ambiguity in the selection of the suitable meaning of 'Alu'. For this, a rule is to be implemented to pick the word 'lady' from the database when 'Alu' is preceded with a special symbol. If not, it becomes 'poor wife' instead of 'poor lady'.
In the case of 'dhanavaMturAlu/ guNavaMturAlu/ dhIrurAlu / bhAgyavaMturAlu' etc. replace 'u' with 'a' of 'urAl', and separate the root word. Remaining process can be same. These cases give improper meaning after splitting. Because 'goDDurAlu' literally means a married lady who have no children. It can be merely split into 'goDDu' + 'Alu', when this rule is applied. This is acceptable according to grammar rule, but the meaning becomes 'buffalo lady'. Though ordinary splitting is applied on this compound, it can be split in to 'goDDu' + 'rAlu' literally means 'buffalo to fell' which is a misinterpretation. Better way to solve these splitting problems is, to include these compounds in database not considering them as bigrams. Splitting: If the first three characters of a compound are 'krI', then, they are to be replaced with 'krimda' and if first four characters of a compound are 'kroM', then they are to be replaced with 'krotta' if and only if the immediate next character of the phrase are 'g/j/D/d/b'. For these two cases. change it to 'k/c/T/t/p' respectively.
Sometimes 'g/j/D/d/b' is also included into the phrase to improve the quality in splitting. For example, 'muMgOpamu' is the bigram formed by the root words 'muMdu' + 'kOpamu'. For this case, phrase will be 'muMg'. But only 'muM' is replaced with 'muMdu' and 'g' (/j/D/d/b) of the phrase is changed to 'k' (/c/T/t/p). Remaining process is same.
*Issues: Though they are acceptable according to the grammar rules, sometimes they mislead the proper words. For example, 'prAraMbhasamayamu' is the compound (literally means starting time). It can become 'prAta' + 'raMbhasamayamu' (literally means the time of old raMbhaa divine dancer) when split using this rule where the phrase www.ijacsa.thesai.org used is 'prA' as in the above table. This is incorrect translation. Splitting: If the first four characters of a compound are 'penn/kann' then replacing with 'penu/kannu' is the phrase based splitting using 'penvAdi sandhi' as in the above table.
Issues: 'pennidhi' (literally means great treasure) is a compound formed by two root words 'penu'+ 'nidhi'. For this case 'n' is prefixed to the second word after splitting. Splitting: When first two characters are 'mu' and next two characters are any same consonants, then 'mu' is replaced with 'mUDu' and separated. First character from the second word i.e. first consonant is removed as in the above table.
*Issues: Sometimes a root word like 'muccaTa' (literally means fondness) can also be split into 'mUDu' + 'caTa' (an absurd) lead to incorrect translation. Some issues of 'dviruktaTakAra sandhi' are described above.
As the 'pUrva-pada' does not appear in the compound except some portion, the compounds formed by the AmrEDita sandhi rule also looking same and is not possible to decide which rule is to be used to split. To avoid unnecessary issues raised in splitting the compounds, enter them in database as they are.
VI. CONCLUSION
Though there are many issues involved in consonant and phrase based splitting that lead to incorrect translation, these rules extracts root words from the bigrams considerably. Many problems can be solved either by implementing a rule which finds out the longest root word among many combinations or entry of critical compounds in to database. For instance, the compound 'muppYokaTi' (literally means thirty one) formed by root words 'muppY' + 'okaTi'. It can be split as 'mUDu'+ 'pYokaTi'. If further splitting process continues, the word 'muppY' will be available in database as it is a root word, and it can be separated. This becomes 'muppY' + 'okaTi'. As the word 'muppY' is longer than 'mupp', it becomes the result.
